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Our Deliverables

Preface Link

Our final deliverables include a Systems Map, White Paper, and
Recommendation Brief. The Systems Map and Recommendation Brief are for
an audience of researchers at UHN OpenLab, while the White Paper could be
for a broader industry audience. Using OpenLab’s mission of providing
evidence-informed solutions for healthcare problems, our work was heavily
based in researching barriers to implementing the Innovate Guidelines
Application. The goal of our deliverables is to provide a broad analysis of these
complex barriers and identify some leverage points for potential solutions so
that the OpenLab group can resume progress towards developing the
application. This app has great potential to improve healthcare delivery in cities
like London, increasing efficiency of clinical decision-making and therefore
access to physician services.

Systems Map

Systems Map Link

Our systems map branches off into 3 main regions based on
problems with guidelines, stakeholders, and app development.
After our initial research, we laid out the primary issues with
implementation of the Innovate Guidelines Application. For each
node, we asked ourselves why this issue exists and continued an
iterative process of researching and mapping. Arrows between
nodes are color-coded according to the Cynefin Framework,
identifying simple, complicated, and complex problems. Simple
problems are more likely to have a solution than complex
problems, so we attempted to break issues down into simple
problems wherever possible. Readers can hover over any node to
see its connected nodes put into focus for improved clarity.

White Paper
A white paper was drafted to
complement the systems map, explain
the problem clearly, and highlight
areas that could be further explored.
White Paper Link

Recommendation
Brief
The recommendation brief outlines
where further action could be taken.
Recommendation
Brief Link
Backup Links

Preface: https://drive.google.com/file/d/16qaG4rbIJVsM0sW0WR4q3YF9UnAqlcUZ/view?
usp=sharing
Systems Map: https://embed.kumu.io/253cb5a38b5d41ecb4d397ec93de1e83

White Paper: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tSgPuhPNa-JI_Cq3NTlPdLekeVfq-w_v/view?
usp=sharing
Recommendation Brief: https://drive.google.com/file/d/17xDKoFHCWPLDOzHKn3T_4OwfZi1jYla/view?usp=sharing

